Sirenum helps organisations in numerous industries across multiple key processes
in the staff management lifecycle.

Escape from
Spreadsheet Hell
Challenge: An adventure gaming outlet in
highly regulated Norway was bogged down
by roster challenges as it opened a second
location.
Solution: Pairing Sirenum scheduling and
MySirenum to easily handle a complex roster
across multiple sites, worker types, and time
slots.
Benefit: The organisation no longer struggles
to manage worker hours within the tight
confines of Norwegian regulatory guidelines
and has virtually eliminated missed shifts.

Caring For Patients
and Staff
Challenge: A small London care agency
struggled to efficiently build a carer schedule
and wanted to more accurately pay carers.
Solution: Using Sirenum scheduling,
monitoring, and MySirenum to schedule
carers, capture care history, and accurately
track travel and hours worked.
Benefit: The agency has increased
transparency to patient’s loved ones and
improved compliance with living wage
guidelines, boosting employee engagement
and satisfaction.

Agency On Track for
Big Growth
Challenge: A mid-sized UK staffing agency
focused on transport couldn’t meet customer
requirements efficiently due to its
high-turnover workforce and increasing
regulation.
Solution: A complete staff management
solution for the agency, integrating rostering,
monitoring, and payroll processes with
compliance throughout.
Benefit: The agency has cut scheduling
timelines in half, while requiring 75% fewer
resources dedicated to payroll processing.
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Controlling Risk
on the Rails
Challenge: A major UK rail train operating
company was grappling with health and
safety guidelines at its depots.
Solution: Delivering Sirenum scheduling with
risk and fatigue management in context and
pairing it with our financial module for payroll
calculation.
Benefit: The organisation has cut its overtime
hours significantly, while setting industry
standards for health and safety compliance
and breaking down silos across teams.

Mastering the Fine Art
of Scheduling
Challenge: A global events company needed
to quickly deploy and monitor 500+
low-wage staff at multiple high-profile and
remote venues.
Solution: A compliance-led solution with
both Sirenum scheduling and monitoring,
with an eye on ensuring that staff were legal
and personal details were accurate.
Benefit: The company maintained a remote
control room and had no incidents of worker
fraud while reporting an unprecedented
99.6+% shift coverage.

Inspiring Business
Growth
Challenge: A UK agency focused on the
non-profit sector was spending too much
time processing payroll and not enough
making the world a better place.
Solution: Integrating Sirenum financial with
accounting software ensured a simple payroll
process with no double data entry.
Benefit: There are far fewer payroll errors and
far greater transparency into staff activities,
freeing management to grow the business
and serve more charities.
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